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And some of those header images of your posts
appear if you have a high enough view count on

your profile on the external sites you have
posted from. All you have to do is click on the

"Display all" icon next to your view count and it
will let you click through to the individual posts.

EDIT: in response to comment: In all honesty
this is just a standard WordPress behaviour and
most modern themes (there are some with the

theme designer creating their own check so you
may have to change to a different one) will do

this anyway, so it's nothing to worry about.
When it gives you a black page with the title

and description of the current page in the
browser, this is because the theme designer

has simply set an inline style in the page.css for
the content_top div to override the default

WordPress output. This div is responsible for a
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number of things like the title, description and
content area. If you open the css file for the site

where you have the theme installed, you will
see a line like this. #content_top { margin: 0 0

20px 20px; } So what this is saying is that if
you don't set a margin, it will try to put a

margin of 0px 0px 20px 20px on the
content_top div. If you do set your own margin,
it will ignore that. A: This has nothing to do with

your view count on the original post. Check
your HTML. The image that gets put into the

post is in a div with the class custom-content.
The default styling adds margins to that div.

You can see this with firebug: ... The image is in
there too. It is what the div is called in your

theme. It has the following CSS rules: #custom-
content { margin: 0 0 20px 20px; padding: 0;

text-align: center; border-top: solid 2px #ccc; }
A: What you are seeing is by-product of the
WordPress Slider Plugin and its default style.

The image (or any other content on the page) is
placed within a div with the id="ContentSlider"
set in its CSS. It also has overflow: hidden (by
default) and a default clear: both; style on it.
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superior Bollywood soap, saved by the acting,
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